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Animal Rights Law Reporter

Beginning in September, 1983, the National Association for the Advancement of Humane Education (NAAHE), educational division of The Humane Society of the United States, is publishing an animal-related newspaper for children called Kind News. Each issue of this new four-page tabloid is based on an animal-related theme and is full of current events, updates, stories, projects, and activities of interest to children. Kind News is published in two editions. Kind News I is for children in grades 1 through 3, and Kind News II is for children in grades 4 through 6.

Designed to be a useful tool for teachers, Scout leaders, humane society educators, and other adults who wish to provide groups of children with reading material that promotes concern and compassion for animals, Kind News is not available in single subscriptions. Instead, adults purchase a one-year subscription for a group and receive a packet of thirty-five copies of either Kind News I or Kind News II four times during the year. A one-year subscription costs $10. For those who are NAAHE members, a one-year subscription costs $5. If more than thirty-five copies are needed, for an additional $5, subscribers may receive an extra subscription to either Kind News I or Kind News II in packets of thirty-five copies each quarter. There is no limit to the number of extra packets that may be ordered.

Further details are available from Kind News at the address above.